INTELLIFLOXF®
VARIABLE SPEED PUMP

OUR MOST ENERGY-EFFICIENT PUMP YET!
Our latest advance in energy-efficient pool pump technology

The IntelliFloXF® Variable Speed Pump saves more energy than ever before. This remarkable pump was originally designed to combine the best of our IntelliFlo® Variable Speed Pump technology with a smoother, ultra-efficient hydraulic design. A more intuitive user interface makes programming a cinch. IntelliFloXF pump is now equipped with a rotatable keypad for easy operation and viewing. Plus, an optional wall mount kit gives you greater flexibility.

• Even greater savings are achievable on larger pools requiring higher horsepower pumps
• Extra-powerful pumping for large and feature-rich pools
• Eight programmable speed settings with multiple scheduling options maximize efficiency
• Exceptionally efficient permanent magnet motor
• Ultra-quiet: TEFC motor and low-speed operation contribute to reduce noise
• Drop-in replacement for WhisperFlo® High Performance Pump models and an easy substitute for Challenger® High Pressure Pumps
• Field-proven reliability no other variable speed brand can match

*Savings based on variable speed pump compared to single-speed pump running 12 hours per day at an average of $0.16 kWh in a 20,000 gallon pool. Actual savings may vary based on local utility rates, pool size, pump run-time, pump horsepower, pump rpm, plumbing size and length, pump model, service factor and other hydraulic factors.
POWERFUL AND ECONOMICAL
The IntelliFloXF variable speed pump gives you the power to operate large residential and feature-rich pools with waterfalls, slides, negative edges or other water features. And, its remarkable variable speed cuts energy use dramatically.

EASIER TO OPERATE
We’ve upgraded the pump interface so it’s more intuitive and easier to use than ever. The display can be rotated for convenient orientation on the pump. Or, it can be placed nearby with an optional wall mount kit.

AUTOMATION READY
This pump is ready to help you step up to the convenience and freedom of pool automation. It interfaces perfectly with IntelliTouch®, EasyTouch® and SunTouch® Control Systems to deliver just the right flow for filtration, water features, spas and other equipment.

Estimated cost savings of up to $1,600 each year* versus traditional pumps.

 Runs on the same principles as a hybrid car
The advanced permanent magnet motor is far more efficient than single- and two-speed pumps.

 More environmentally responsible
Dramatically reduces electricity consumption.

Built-in 24-hour clock for scheduling

Cam and Ramp™ Lid removes easily and is see-through for easy basket inspection

Comes with union connectors for connecting directly to 2.5” or 3” plumbing

Innovative hydraulic design primes fast and maximizes efficiency

Interface is more intuitive than ever

Wiring compartment is easy to access for quick, trouble-free connections

Control keypad can rotate for convenient orientation

Optional wall mount kit for control keypad
Find out why the world’s finest pools rely on IntelliFlo® Variable Speed Pumps.

Learn more from your Pentair dealer or visit pentairpool.com/IntelliFloXF.

AN ECO SELECT® BRAND PRODUCT
The IntelliFloXF® pump has earned the Eco Select brand distinction as one of the “greenest” and most efficient choices from Pentair. Eco Select products are designed to help you save energy, conserve water, eliminate or reduce noise, or otherwise contribute to a more environmentally responsible equipment system.

ENERGY STAR® Certified IntelliFlo and IntelliPro® Variable Speed pumps from Pentair meet strict energy efficiency criteria set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy. These pumps save money, reduce energy use and protect the environment.
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